The white pock mutants of rabbit poxvirus: V. In vitro translation of early host range mutant mRNA.
The abortive infections of pig kidney (PK) cells by both RP mu hr23 and RP mu hr31, two early (DNA minus) white pock (mu) host range (hr) mutants of rabbit poxvirus (RPV), are characterized by the in vivo inhibition of both host and viral protein synthesis by 10 hr postinfection although viral RNA synthesis continues. Further analysis reveals that large quantities of functional viral mRNA can be isolated from PK cells abortively infected with RP mu hr23 and translated in vitro throughout the 10-hr period of infection, even though these mRNAs are almost totally inactive in vivo. The in vitro translation of accumulated mRNA isolated from PK cells abortively infected by RP mu hr31 shows a quite different pattern where the maximum amount of RNA translatable in vitro is found at 6 hr postinfection with lesser amounts at 10 hr postinfection. Although early or prereplicative viral proteins are detected with each mutant both in vivo and after in vitro translation of isolated RNA, few, if any, late proteins are observed under any conditions.